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Text: 
 Dear Susan, 
 I am in the Sahara. I arrived two weeks ago and it seems it was yesterday. Three days 
ago, I went to the Tassili to see the cave paintings. It was interesting and I learnt a lot. Did you 
know that cavemen lived more than 30.000 years ago in many different parts of the world? 
Inside their caves, they painted the pictures of the animals they killed. Sometimes, they painted 
them upside down to show that they were dead. Caveman hunted mammoths, bears and tigers 
to eat of course, but also for their skins to make clothes and wear them. Our guide told us that 
they made their paint from different plants. They got green, yellow and brown colours. I can't 
believe my trip is over but, as you know, everything comes to an end. 
               Take care 
PART ONE:           Bob 
Section One: Reading Comprehension ( 07 Pts) 
A) Read the text and answer the questions ( 03 Pts) 
1- How long ago did Bob arrive to the sahara? 
2- Why did he go to the Tassili? 
3- Did caveman hunt animals for their skin? 
B) Choose the correct answer and circle it. ( 02 Pts ) 
1- The text is :       A) a dialogue  B) a letter  C) a story 
2- Cavemen got colours from :  A) animals   B) plants  C) world 
C) 1- Give synonyms of the words from the text ( 01 Pt ) 

came = ……………………………            journey = ………………………………… 
     2- Give opposites of the words from the text ( 01 Pt ) 

outside ≠ ………………………….          beginning ≠ ………………………………… 
Section Two: Mastery of Language ( 07 Pts) 
A) Reorder these words alphabetically ( 02 Pts )   sahara – yesterday – see – hunted  
B) Correct the verbs between brackets ( 03 Pts ) 
1- Now, Bob ( take ) photos in the Tassili. 
2- Next year, he ( not visit ) the Tassili. 
3- Last year, he ( not visit ) the Tassili. 
C) Complete the table ( 02 Pts ) 

SINGULAR PLURAL SINGULAR PLURAL 
this …………….. …………….. children 

…………….. those man …………….. 
PART TWO: Integration Phase (written expression) ( 06 Pts) 
Reorder the following sentences to get a coherent paragraph. 
1- Finally, he arrived back to El-Oued. 
2- After that, he stopped to eat a sandwich 
3- And he visited << Mshounech>> to buy potteries. 
4- Last week, Ahmed went to Biskra. 
5- Then, he took photos of the palm groves. 
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